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Runecast Analyzer & VMware Skyline:
Compare & Contrast
One of our most frequently asked questions is where the crossover lies between Runecast
Analyzer and VMware’s Skyline oﬀerings, so we pulled together this document to explain. First,
let’s break down VMware Skyline into its constituent parts, as it is a suite of products or features
and not a single product.

Summary
Firstly: Skyline Health. This feature was previously known as vSphere Health, a part of the
vSphere Client from vSphere 6.7. This feature runs a small set of health checks (51 at the time of
writing, though over time more tests are added from the VMware Analytics Cloud service) from
the vCenter Server and displays the results in the vSphere Client. You can ﬁnd this in the Monitor
tab of the vSphere Client, and it looks something like this.

Skyline Health requires that you enable the Customer Experience Improvement Program (CEIP),
and sends the payload data for this to https://vcsa.vmware.com. VMware details the types of
data collected under this program at https://www.vmware.com/solutions/trustvmware/ceip.html.
Beyond the requirement for CEIP, Skyline Health is available to all customers running vSphere 6.7
or higher, regardless of your SnS (Support & Subscription) status with VMware.
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Skyline Health Diagnostic
Skyline Health Diagnostic is an oﬀering available to customers without requiring a
VMware Cloud account. It requires that you build a VM (4vCPU, 16Gb RAM, 150Gb disk),
install PhotonOS to the VM, attach it in ISO ﬁle, and run a script from there. This tool is a
reactive tool, designed to generate and gather logs from an on-premises vCenter server,
analyse those logs and provide recommendations based on errors seen in those logs.

Additionally, SHD can scan hardware against the VMware Conﬁguration Guide (also
known as the HCL) and make recommendations for ﬁrmware, BIOS and driver updates.
We compared the outputs from Runecast Analyzer’s Hardware Compatibility feature with
this. We noticed several anomalies, including servers on the HCL that were deliberately
running outdated/unsupported ﬁrmware shown by SHD to be compliant. It would appear
that SHD analyses only drivers, and while the ﬁrmware is displayed, it does not form a
part of the analysis.
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Runecast Analyzer gives granular checks against the VMware online HCL, with links for
every server or component checked. In addition to this, analysis across multiple vCenters
is as simple as analysing a single host. Runecast Analyzer allows you to quickly assess
your entire estate against the HCL for a newer version of VMware’s vSphere product,
highlighting where you could reuse hardware. It also shows where your components
need either ﬁrmware or driver upgrades, and also where later versions of vSphere will
not support the hardware.
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Skyline Advisor
Skyline Advisor is a cloud-based, self-service, proactive support oﬀering through
VMware Cloud Services. Skyline Advisor provides a more comprehensive set of
checks, covering VMware vSphere, NSX-V, NSX-T, vSAN, Horizon View, vRealize
Operations Manager and VMware Cloud Foundation. It requires support coverage
at either the Production or Premier level (if you operate an environment with
either no oﬃcial support subscription or the less expensive Basic support, you
are not entitled to Skyline Advisor). It also requires that you enrol in the CEIP
Enhanced data collection (again, see
https://www.vmware.com/solutions/trustvmware/ceip.html for details as to what
is collected). Skyline Advisor also involves deploying an extra appliance (the
Skyline Collector) into your environment - this is relatively lightweight, consuming
2 vCPU, 8Gb of RAM and 120Gb of disk space.

If you meet these requirements and your corporate policies agree to the CEIP
Enhanced collection, Skyline Advisor may ﬁt you. What you get in exchange for
this is a more comprehensive set of checks: rather than 50 or so from Skyline
Health, there are currently 293 ﬁndings detected by Skyline Advisor. While the
results appear automatically in the portal, they can take a couple of days to show
up in the ﬁndings. You need to login to the Skyline Advisor cloud portal to read
more about the ﬁndings (though email notiﬁcation is possible, these are less
verbose).
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Dependent on the level of SnS that you have, you get various capabilities from the
Skyline Advisor portal. KB79286 explains these capabilities, and at the time of
writing this looks like the below.

Access to Skyline Advisor
This capability gives you access to login to the Skyline Advisor service. This
capability is open to all, including Limited Mode access for 60 days when you
change your SnS tier.

Dashboard
This capability provides access to the basic Skyline Advisor dashboard. Again, this
is available to Limited Mode, Production and Premier support tiers. The
dashboard breaks down the number of ﬁndings by severity, the types of objects
under management, and the ﬁndings category, but does not provide insight into
these ﬁndings.
As above, this is available to Limited Mode, Production & Premier Support tiers.
Runecast Analyzer provides all of this data in a simple to read dashboard that
runs on the Runecast Analyzer appliance within your datacenter. No need to send
any data to the cloud!

Collector Health Details
This section of the portal provides insights into the Skyline Collector appliances’
health required for your data to be gathered and submitted to the VMware
Analytics Cloud for analysis.
As above, this is available to Limited Mode, Production & Premier Support tiers.
As Runecast Analyzer runs within your datacenter, there is no requirement for a
collector.

Inventory
The Inventory view shows the monitored systems’ details by the type of systems
(vSphere, NSX, Horizon etc.). Similarly, Runecast Analyzer has the Inventory View,
which allows you to explore these systems’ inventory and Kubernetes clusters,
VMware Cloud Director systems, and AWS public cloud accounts. Due to our busy
development pipeline and customer-driven approach, more features and also
security standards are added to Runecast Analyzer all the time.
As above, this is available to Limited Mode, Production & Premier Support tiers.
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Findings
This tab shows the ﬁndings of the checks that Skyline Advisor covers for the systems
detailed. As mentioned above, at the time of writing, there are 293 ﬁndings discovered
by Skyline Advisor. That’s a great start but bear in mind that while new checks do get
added, Runecast Analyzer continually monitors the VMware Knowledge Base and
other data sources to identify new KBs and the like. At present, there are almost
29,000 articles published in the English language alone on the VMware knowledge
base, and all changes are detected by the Runecast AI Knowledge Automation engine
(also known as RAIKA - part of the Runecast secret sauce) within hours. Anything
requiring an update or new check is available to Runecast customers as a part of our
weekly updates. Every ﬁnding detailed in Runeast Analyzer includes details for
remediation.
Findings are typically available in Skyline Advisor within 72 hours, whereas Runecast
Analyzer can provide visibility as soon as the analysis completes - typically minutes.
Basic ﬁndings (those recommended to be self-service) are available to Production
Support accounts, with Advanced ﬁndings available to Premier support customers
only.

Upgrade Recommendations
Skyline Advisor will periodically make recommendations as to when you should
upgrade the components in your environment, highlighting where there might be
security vulnerabilities in the product versions you run. Runecast Analyzer extends on
this by enabling you to validate your existing hardware against the VMware
Conﬁguration Guide (also known as the HCL) to ensure that you’re running supported
hardware, BIOS, drivers and ﬁrmware. Your environment is kept in line with the
relevant HCLs now and with any planned upgrades. It is a fact that planning upgrades
of vSphere can be problematic when it comes to identifying which hardware needs to
be replaced, which hardware will be ﬁne as-is, and which hardware will be ﬁne with a
little attention.
Upgrade Recommendations in VMware Skyline are available to Limited Mode,
Production and Premier support accounts.

OSR Library (Operational Summary Report)
The Operational Summary Report is available to Premier support accounts only. It
includes a summary of the Skyline ﬁndings at the point that the report is generated,
including recommendations. By contrast, Runecast Analyzer retains the details of all
ﬁndings every time an analysis occurs - typically this will be daily. As this data is stored
securely on the Runecast Analyzer appliance, you can check the historical state of your
environments at any point in time, including details of compliance with any selected
security standards. Due to this rich dataset, you can quickly see when new risks arrive
in an environment, or when an environment starts to drift out of compliance with your
desired security posture.
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Log Assist
Log Assist is a feature that helps gather and upload diagnostic logs from your
environment for attention by a VMware Global Support Services technician for reactive
troubleshooting. Log Assist can reduce time to resolution when troubleshooting an
ongoing issue. Runecast Analyzer extends on this in a couple of ways: ﬁrstly, by
highlighting the risks in your environment and detailing remediation actions. Secondly,
host Syslog can be analysed in realtime within your datacenter, immediately
correlated against the VMware Knowledge Base and providing you with the ﬁx, often
before you know that there is an issue.
Log Assist is available to Limited Mode, Production and Premier Support accounts.

In Summary
The oﬀerings under the Skyline banner are many and varied in both capabilities and
requirements. At Runecast, many customers are using these services where their
security policies can allow this. Still, they choose to extend these capabilities with the
native features in a single appliance that runs within their datacenter. Beyond the
scope of this document, but also covered by Runecast Analyzer are the areas of best
practices, security standards (including the capability to monitor based on your
internal standards), customisable reporting and products outside of the VMware
ecosystem, like the AWS public cloud, Kubernetes etc. Finally - Runecast Analyzer
provides all of this functionality from a single, easy to drive interface.
If you’d like to learn more about Runecast Analyzer, then we’d love to chat reach out to us at roi@runecast.com.
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